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Hall   Products (subject to change)

1 Materials, textile construction, 

  sun shading systems

3 Awnings, sun shading systems

4 Insect screen grilles, sun shading systems

5 Roller shutters, sun shading systems

6 Awnings, sun shading systems

7 Sun shading systems

9 Roller shutters, sun shading systems

8 Gates, doors, grilles, fences

10 Gates, doors, grilles, fences

C2 Asian Pavilion (quality providers)

Entrance Roller shutters, gates, doors, sun shading 

    East systems, special shows, trade press

You will find the associated controls and drives 
in the individual halls.
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The ICE – Italian Trade Agency is the Italian government organization working to develop, 
 facilitate and promote economic and commercial relationships abroad and marketing Italian 
goods and services internationally. It further promotes the “Made in Italy” image around the 
world and Italy itself as a destination for foreign investment.

The ICE – Italian Trade Agency operates under the authority and supervision of the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation (MAECI). Through its international presence, 
alongside the Italian diplomatic network, the ICE – Italian Trade Agency works together with 
business organizations and other public and private entities to offer coordinated support for
businesses and Italian organizations involved in the globalization process.

From its Rome headquarters, with offi ces in Milan and around the world, the ICE – Italian Trade 
Agency provides information, assistance and promotion services to businesses and  institutions, 
encouraging cooperation within the industrial, agricultural and agrifood sectors, distribution 
and tertiary businesses, to expand the presence of Italian companies on international markets. 
In order to support the Italian industrial and foundry sector the ICE – Italian Trade Agency offers 
a wide range of initiatives worldwide, such as participation in trade fairs, presentations and 
bilateral workshops.

In Germany the ICE – Berlin offi ce organizes many promotional events with Italian regions, prov-
inces, manufacturers associations, chambers of commerce, private companies and collective 
pavilions in international trade fairs.

ACMI is the Italian Association that gathers manufacturers of technical doors and shutters for 
every type of civil and industrial application, in any type of construction and regardless of the 
material used for their construction, as well as components and accessories that complete and 
integrate them.

The Association offers support in problems of specifi c interest in the product sector 
 represented, maintaining relationships with public and government authorities, testing and 
 certifi cation  laboratories, standardization bodies, both Italian and foreign, competent for the 
areas of  interest of its members.

ACMI provides business consultancy services, helping its members to obtain the necessary 
certifi cations for the production and sale of their products.

ACMI works to train competent professional profi les capable of providing assistance and 
 qualifi ed services for installation and maintenance.

ACMI
assocostruttori chiusure

e meccanismi italia
www.assoacmi.it

Via Brenta, 13
00198 Roma (RM), Italy

Tel: +39 (06) 8555203

acmi@assoacmi.it

acmi

acmi

assoacmi

 assoacmi.it

Rome Headquarters
ITA – Italian Trade Agency
Via Liszt 21
00144 Roma, Italy

Tel: + 39 065992 1
costruzioni@ice.it

Berlin offi ce
Schlüterstrasse, 39
10629 Berlin

Tel. +49-30-88440300
berlino@ice.it 

www.ice.it

Italian Trade Agency

ITA - Italian Trade Agency

@ITAtradeagency

 itaberlin_
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Arco industrie s.r.l. has been designing and manufacturing products for logistics, industrial 
building and refrigeration areas for over 20 years. 
Our policy aims at a widespread distribution network in Europe and in non EU countries  diversifying 
from Industrial and Residential markets and forming close partnerships exclusively with sales 
 organisations that can also take care of the installation and can ensure a quick and effi cient 
 service. Our Service network partners are trained and certifi ed directly by Arco Industries.
Our production lines are state-of-the-art and always improved and upgraded to meet the 
 market needs. We are able to accommodate both standard and custom productions for 
 demanding customers.

In its 2 factories, one in Ripatransone (AP) and one in Colonnella (TE), Arco Industrie 
 produces directly: 
- Loading ramps, dock shelters and logistics management systems 
- Overhead sectional doors and folding/Hangar doors 
- Doors for industrial cold rooms and fruit preservation (Controlled Atmosphere Cold doors).

Armo, born in 1972, has developed day by day the effi ciency of its industrial organization and the 
experience of its staff. A solid and wise company, leader in the Italian market in SCISSOR LIFT 
TABLES and DOCK LEVELLERS, exporting more than 50 % of its production all over the EMEA area.

ARMO S.P.A.
www.armoweb.it

Via Valtesino Km 4,500
163038 Ripatransone (AP), Italy

Tel: +39 07359077
info@arcoindustrie.it

arcoindustrie

 arco-industrie-srl 

arco_industrie 

Via Rosa di Luxemburg, 1
10093 Collegno (TO), Italy

Tel: +39 011 71760 11
info@armoweb.com

 ArmoWeb

armospato

 armo-spa 

ARCO INDUSTRIE S.R.L.
www.arcoindustrie.it
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Solutions for fi re protection, acoustic and thermal insulation.

A leading company in production of high-performance fi re protection boards and intumescent seal 
for wooden and metal doors with higher acoustic performance. 

Best solutions for thermal insulation based on vacuum technology to reduce the total thickness 
of the door.

Blackfi re® is a trademark of Conegliano Group s.r.l. leading company in the sector of fi re and smoke 
protection systems in Italy, Europe and Worldwide.
First manufacturer in Italy CE certifi ed Fire resistant Rolling Shutters.
All our products are CE marked in accordance with European Standard EN 16034.
Our Fire Rolling Shutters are available in different class resistance:
- E  performance: Flame proof up to 1,000°C 
- EW performances: Flame proof + heat radiation < 15 kW/mq 
- EI  performances: Flame proof + Insulation on temperature 

Responding to the demands of: Designers – Engineers – Architects – Construction Manager – Fire 
Protection Specialists & Industrial companies, Blackfi re® is able to produce and offer solutions that 
guarantee complete fi re protection for public and private buildings such as: 
factories warehouses parking areas basements airports hospitals train stations 
schools malls supermarkets shopping centres hotels theatres museums etc

BIFIRE S.P.A.
www.bifi re.it

BLACKFIRE ITALY
www.blackfi reitaly.it

Via Lavoratori dell’Autobianchi, 1
20832 Desio (MB), Italy

Tel: +39 0362 364570
bifi re@bifi re.it

Via Campolongo 1/E
31010 Mareno di Piave (TV), Italy

Lucas Bortolotto
Tel: +39 04384985
info@blackfi reitaly.it

Blackfi re Italy

blackfi re-italy
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Via Antonio Vivaldi, 20
84090 Montecorvino Pugliano (SA)
Italy

Tel: +39 0828 350045
export@is-italy.com

 cerrato-chiusure-metalliche

CerratoSpa

cerrato_spa

Via G. Galilei, 9
31020 San Fior (TV), Italy

Tel: +39 0438 403044
info@denardi.it

 de-nardi-spa

denardi.srl

denardiportedagarage

De Nardi is a reality that fully refl ects the solidity and reliability of family-run companies - which 
are the luck of Made in Italy - and is a leader in Italy for its exclusive range of garage doors, 
especially high-quality overhead doors such as INVISIBLE.
Founded in 1968, it has always focused on innovation and the high quality of its products, 
controlling the entire production cycle: design, production, direct delivery with its own vehicles, 
installation by highly qualifi ed personnel and fi nally after-sales service, which it particularly 
cares about. 
The product range includes steel, wooden and rasomuro / invisible overhead doors, sectional 
doors, fences and gate systems, steel doors, multipurpose and fi re doors, shutters and gates. All 
products are highly customizable, appropriate for all price ranges (from entry level to  high-end / 
luxury) and known for the quality of both the materials and the fi nishing, which have always 
been recognized as among the best on the market.
The factory is located in the municipality of San Fior (TV) on a total area of about 15,000 square 
meters, 8,000 of which are covered, where more than 40 employees are employed.
The De Nardi brand has always been close to the world of sport and in particular to cycling, with 
many important sponsorships both locally and nationally.

IS-ITALY
www.cerratospa.com

DE NARDI S.R.L. 
www.denardi.it

IS-ITALY (trademark of Cerrato Chiusure Metalliche) is the new system of innovative  components 
for the in-house manufacturing of high performance insulated roller shutters. 

IS-ITALY system is addressed to companies specialized in the production of metal doors and gates. 

IS-Italy: certifi ed models, know-how, Made in Italy design.
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Via Modena-Carpi (S.P. 413), 388 
41019 Soliera (Modena), Italy

Tel: +39 059 893 911
info@dunagroup.com

DUNACorradini

 duna-corradini-s.p.a.

 dunacorradini

Since 1957, DUNA-Corradini has specialised in the manufacturing of polyurethane foams, 
 formulated systems and PUR adhesives. We provide reliable and versatile solutions for thermal 
insulation and structural reinforcement in most challenging industrial and building applications.

DUNA CORRADINI S.P.A.
www.dunagroup.com

S. P. per Locorotondo, Km 2
72014 Cisternino (BR), Italy

Tel: +39 0804448811
 info@edilcass.it

Azienda Edilcass

 Edilcass 

Edilcass produces EPS boxes for roller blind which guarantee high performances in thermal and 
acoustic insulation, fi tting in the masonry and literally disappearing from view, and operates in 
European and Mediterranean markets. Overcoming 45 years, our goal is making hospitable and 
comfortable homes.

EDILCASS S.R.L.
www.edilcass.it
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S.S. 90 Delle Puglie km 33C.DA 
Camporeale Zona P.I.P.
83031 Ariano Irpino (AV), Italy

Tel: +39 0825 881321 
info@ferraroporte.com

 ferraro-group-srl 

ferrarosrl 

 ferrarogroup

- Free quoting for sectional doors, shutters, folding doors and more

- Supply of customized products

- Support to the sales network

- Technical assistance

FERRARO GROUP S.R.L.
www.ferraroporte.com

Via Nazionale 40/F 
33010 Tavagnacco (UD), Italy

Tel: +39 0432 681435 
info@fi nestra4.it

 fi nestra-4-srl

fi nestra4 

 fi nestra_4

FINESTRA 4 S.R.L. 
www. serramentifi nestra4.it

Dinox Frame, the Italian frame, is the new product by Dinoxill. 
Dinox Frame is the fi rst multifunctional insulating frame for doors and windows made of 
painted stainless steel. Dinoxill originates from an idea of the company that holds the brand, 
namely Finestra4. 

Finestra4 is an S.r.l. and it has been involved in home well-being since 2010. Finestra4 was 
born thanks to the union of two historical and established entities in the territory: the Bernardis 
carpentry from 1860 and the “Carnica metalworks” born in 1977.

Dinox frame is a completely customizable product in every aspect, including its shape, color, 
and size. That’s why Dinoxill is considered a tailor-made piece for each customer, according to 
their specifi c needs.

To experience our product fi rsthand, we recommend visiting our booth, where you can see for 
yourself, through augmented reality, its potential.
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Contact
Via A. Palladio, 50 
35010 Paviola di S. Giorgio (PD), Italy

Tel: +39 049 945 0457
sales@gmp-engineering.it  gmp-engineering-srl

GMP Engineering was born as PVC Extrusion Company and later we are specialized in the 
 processing of rubber, silicone and plastic molding. Since 1979 the GMP Engineering  innovative 
spirit guides us towards a satisfying growth that has made us the only Italian company able 
to offer a wide range of products, materials, producing and services. GMP Engineering are 
specialized in internal constructions of molds for rubber, silicone and plastics and we  guarantee 
a skilled and professional production. We develop personalized and high-performance  projects 
suitable for any use and sector, thus constantly expanding our range of action. We are 
consultants in every stage of the production process; we share knowledge and suggest the best 
way to make your ideas and products come true.

GMP ENGINEERING S.R.L.
www.gmp-engineering.it

Via Eugenio Curiel, 21/A
20026 Novate Milanese (MI), Italy

Tel: +39 02 3562735
grafl ex@grafl ex.it Grafl exSrl

On December 12, 2023, Grafl ex S.r.l., with 20+ years in support services, acquired COIL®, a 
 leader in rapid doors for over 60 years. This marks the birth of Italy’s largest technical door 
provider, merging COIL’s manufacturing with Grafl ex’s expansive support network. A major leap 
in quality and innovation.

GRUPPO GRAFLEX S.R.L. 
 www.grafl ex.it
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Contact
Contrada Salvina - Area P.I.P.
90030 Altofonte (PA), Italy

Sig. Salvatore Calamonaci
Tel: +39 091 8486237
calamonaci@grupponorton.it GRUPPONORTONITALIAX

Gruppo Norton is located in the industrial area of Altofonte, Palermo province - Italy.

The company was founded in 2007, from the idea of a group of Italian and Spanish  entrepreneurs, 
who decide to combine their experiences and skills, got over 30 years of activity, in access 
 automation world.

Gruppo Norton produces inside his factory a wide range of automations, central motors for 
rolling shutters, gear motors for sliding gates and hydraulic operators for swing gates; these 
products, completely Made in Italy, are realized using highly technological machinery.

Furthermore, the company is present on all national and international markets, especially the 
Middle East, North Africa, the Eastern Europe and all the countries of South America.

GRUPPO NORTON S.R.L.
www.grupponorton.it

 

Contact
Via Buozzi 4/A
San Prospero (MO), Italy

Tel: +39 059 908313
info@imva.it

 im.va-srl

IM VA

 im.va

After 50 years of activity IM.VA. is one of the european leaders in the manufacturing of industrial 
doors, from standard-sized to tailored for hangars.

Product range:
SUPERTHERMIC: insulated folding and sliding doors
RAPIDLINE: pvc fast acting doors
NAVIONIX: hangar doors

IM.VA. S.R.L.
www. imva.it
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Via Portogallo 43
41122 Modena (MO), Italy

Tel: +39 059 451708
info@ opera-access.it

 opera---locks

Opera Srl

 opera_srl 

Opera is an independent company based in Modena, Italy, town with an old tradition in lock 
 manufacturing. The company was set up in 1997 for assuring services and high-quality products 
in the fi eld of security and safety.

Today, Opera is Italian manufacturing of high security locks and access control systems, strong 
also in the fi re doors accessories sector. Since the beginning the company target has been 
the service. Almost 90 % of our catalogue   is  d  elivered 24Hrs from order. To achieve this result, 
Opera has acquired new expertise and machines.

Opera has a strong vocation for export, it’s now working in 22 countries in Europe, Africa, and 
Middle east.

OPERA ITALY
www.opera-italy.com

MARVON S.R.L.
www. marvon.com

Marvon was established in 1967. Marvon began its adventure in the safety industry, in the 
 passive fi re protection fi eld. We offer solution for OEMs, installers and maintainers: from 
 handles and kits for fi re stop doors, to intumescent gaskets and a complete line of foams and 
sealants, which is completed by two fi re stop collars featuring exceptional fi re resistance, able 
to pass the strictest quality controls.

Via Gargnà, 6 
25078 Vestone (Bs), Italy

Tel: +39 0365 813.90
marvon@marvon.com

 marvon-s-r-l-

@marvon9767
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Via Fratelli Cervi, 63
20023 Cantalupo di Cerro Maggiore (MI), 
Italy

Tel: +39 0331 535 900
info@prefer.eu PREFER SRL

Since 1941 PREFER is an Italian leader producer of, cylinders and closing systems for  buildings 
and furnishing fi eld, es. rolling and window shutters, overhead and sectional garage doors, 
 automatisms and automations. 

Our strengths: quality 100 % Made-in-Italy, customizations, new patented products.

PREFER S.R.L.
www.prefer.eu

Contact
Via Galileo Galilei, 34
35015 Galliera Veneta (PD), Italy

Tel: +39 0495965097 
sales@sicc-srl.com

SICC Srl - Industrial Doors 

 sicc_industrialdoors

SICC S.R.L.– INDUSTRIAL DOORS
www.sicc-srl.com

 INDUSTRIAL DOORS

SICC s.r.l. started in 1983 with the production and installation of industrial doors. The  company 
has always paid a lot of attention to the needs of the market and especially to customer 
 requests. The strong commitment and the trusted relations with the buyers, allow SICC to start 
with its own full production. Today SICC is one of the leading companies in the Italian market 
for industrial closure that celebrates more than 40 years in the market.
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Contact
Viale Venezia, 37
38050 Castelnuovo (TN), Italy

Tel: +39 0461755755
info@silvelox.it

  silvelox-group-spa

 SilveloxOffi cial

 silveloxoffi cial 

Silvelox is a Made in Italy company that has been offering for more than 60 years a wide 
 assortment of security doors and garage doors, with standard and customized solutions. 

The head offi ce is located in Trento, in an area known for the quality of its industries and 
 sustainable lifestyle.

Within Silvelox we also fi nd SEIP Professional Doors and Composeip, all brands with proven 
experience and quality. 

Silvelox doors doors manage to combine the important care of the aesthetic aspect, the 
 application of the most innovative technologies and a strong attention to a current issue such 
as energy saving. An issue that the company has had at heart since its founding and one that 
promises to prove even more impactful in the near future.

Silvelox is able to obtain high-level security doors and garage doors thanks to the know-how of 
excellence acquired throughout its history, to which it combines the most advanced machinery.

SILVELOX GROUP S.P.A.
www.silvelox.it

Via Mottola, Zona Industriale, Km 2.200
74015 Martina Franca (TA), Italy

Tel: +39 0 080 485 5196
solitosrl@libero.it

Since 1984, Solito Srl has been a cornerstone in the production of shutter accessories. 

Born as a craftsmanship enterprise in Southern Italy, it has evolved with dedication over 40 years, 
ensuring excellence in every phase. 

Our company stands out for foresight and the human connection embedded in our entrepreneurial 
DNA. Commitment to customers is fueled by a team of highly qualifi ed engineers and technicians 
devoted to designing and producing cutting-edge accessories. In addition to high performance, we 
pride ourselves on timely production and sustainable practices. With global distribution, we build 
lasting relationships with customers and partners. 

Our reputation is built on values like family, integrity, innovation, and impeccable service. Solito 
Srl continues to grow, adapting to new industry challenges, remaining a leader. Decades of 
 experience, commitment to quality, and innovative spirit make us the trusted choice in the shutter 
industry. Learn more by visiting our website at www.solitosrl.it.

SOLITO S.R.L.
www. solitosrl.it



ROME HEADQUARTERS
Via Liszt, 21
00144 Roma
Tel. +39-06-59921
costruzioni@ice.it

BERLIN OFFICE
Schlüterstrasse, 39
10629 Berlin
Tel. +49-30-88440300
berlino@ice.it

www.ice.it

Italian Trade Agency 

ITA - Italian Trade Agency 

@ITAtradeagency 

itaberlin_ 


